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How does one discover the reality within and
around us? Good question! Before starting
our discovery, we organized the project by

making lists and dividing the project into various
categories according to similar themes. 
While doing this we were able to identify internal
and external qualities. 
By completing this project, we have gained exciting

new knowledge, formed a web of connections and
travelled down many paths. We all learn by com-
paring and creating and we search for towers from
which we can explore labyrinths (if we find them).
Hopefully, no one will tear down our “towers” or,
in other words, our unique points of view. 
With these goals in mind, we ask ourselves the
same question that inspired the work of the stu-

THE PURSUIT OF THE OTHER
by GGIIOORRGGIIOO BBAAGGNNOOBBIIAANNCCHHII

“[…] El doctor Franz Kuhn atribuye a cierta enciclopedia china que se titula Emporio celestial de conoci-
mientos benévolos en sus remotas pàginas està escreto que los animales se dividen en: 
a) pertenecientes al Emperador, b) embalsamados, c) amaestrados, d) lechones, e) sirenas, 
f) fabulosos, g) perros sueltos, h) incluidos en esta classificacion, i) que se agitan como locos, 
j) innumerables, k) dibujados con un pincel finìsimo de pelo de camello, l) etcétera, 
m) que acaban de romper el jarròn, n) que de lejos parecen moscas[…]”

JJOORRGGEE LLUUIISS BBOORRGGEESS
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dents and the coordination of the professors: Who
is the Other? 
- Is the Other one of the quiet old men sitting on a
the far end of a bench who seems to fear any form
of closeness or contact, even visual contact? Lost
glances in Touzer and in Milan seem to await the
sunset. 
- Is the Other an actor or spectator with a face full
of energy in the Carnival of Saint Ambrose, who
looks back at us with happiness? 
- Is the Other a homeless man or a city angel that
we can follow or meet on the dark streets of Milan
- abandoned places that seem to hunger for signs
of humanity?
- Is the Other a “person of colour,” either black or
white, that recognizes the fact we are all indivi-
duals with the same red blood in our veins and the
same organs in our body, sharing common hearts
and minds?
- Where do we look for the Other? Do we look for
the Other in specific places of a big city? In the city
centre, or in the outskirts? Places that we are able
to define by a name that we all know! These, howe-
ver. are only candid and immaculate maps that
could be changed only by the belief in an ideal
powerful enough to defy prejudice.
- The Other we are searching for, whom we wish to

examine and discover, could be right in front of us.
The photographer Grignani takes self- timed photos
of himself as he observes his surroundings attentive-
ly, hoping to capture the Other in action. 
In doing this, the photographer preserves the
moment in which his eyes meet those of the Other. 
Unfortunately, Grignani’s photos only show us a
solitary photographer observing someone outside
of the photograph intently.
- What if we were to find the Other in ourselves?
We can find a similar theme in Lacan’s lessons and
Ugo Malas’ “Le Verifiche”.
Ugo Malas seems to search for the Other in himself
by taking a picture of his own reflection in a mirror. 
Here is the heart of the problem: the Other is first
and foremost in everyone of us; this is an explana-
tion of the fear we have of diversity or ‘otherness’.
We fear the Other because he or she reveals our
dark side, or even worse, we project our dark side
onto the Other.
Chewbacca and Mos Eisley’s bar in the movie Star
Wars offers an example of just how much dark side
we can imagine and convey.
The search for the Other is, primarily, a journey
through ourselves, a hard journey for anyone, in
particular for a teenager who is in the midst of
discovering his or her identity.
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The “Laboratorio di fotografia”(photography working group) of the “Progetto Interculturale”
(Intercultural project) reflected upon the concept of “Other” which was captured in the pictures
taken by students in different places , also through the lens of other works of literature and photo-

graphy.
We were inspired by fragments of both Italian and foreign poems or prose that the students had stu-
died in school. 
These texts were familiar to the students, but they had never been used to study the concept of the
Other .
Some of the suggested reading was about Immigration and the Other.
From the iconographic point of view, we viewed and analyzed August Sandler’s “The Faces of Society”
and Paul Stand’s “Un paese: ritratti di un villaggio italiano” (A town: portraits of an Italian Village)
and Diane Arbus’ collection of portraits. 
The literary and photographic contributions were chosen for the unique points of view each offered on
the subject: such as, I am the Other, the Other lies within me, the signs of the Other, and the limits of
Otherness. 
However, we did not follow any structured or thematic order so as to let the students interpret the mate-
rial in various ways. 
The unique perspective and elaboration of the theme is reflected in each one of the pictures taken by
the students.
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